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THE PROMPT:
Design a bicycle rental service that
allows both tourists + locals to get around.
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Understanding the Problem:
I was attracted to this prompt because
I ride a bike myself and there are instances
where I feel there is an opportunity for someone
to ride my bike when it is not in use.

I was inspired by the concept of sharing economies.
I wanted to design a service that allows cyclists
to create opportunities for others through a communal
application. I started to create conceptual models,
sketches, and ideas that could solve the issue of sharing
modes of transportation within a community.
I understood that my audience
were cyclists. This large bucket
could then be split again into two
broad categories: those who want
to share their bikes and those
who need bikes temporarily.
I decided to apply my prompt to
Pittsburgh. The public transportation
system is not very reliable and
personally there have been instances
where I have felt I could have walked
from Point A to Point B faster than
waiting for a bus.
I created a scenario based on my
experience as a bicylist in
Pittsburgh.
1. There were times when I feel like
my bike could be better utilized
when it is sitting idle.
2. There were times when I wish I
had a bike near me to get to
my destination faster.
These two scenarios represent my
defined audience(s).

Defining the Users
I decided to give personas to the two types of defined
users: the giver + the taker. The characteristics were
based off of my knowledge and two friends who shared
their experiences with biking and transportation
in Pittsburgh.
I wanted to design an application that can bring
both parties together to create a meaningful
experience where they can mutually benefit from each
other. I sketched a model that showed overlaps and
differences in what both users would desire from the
service I was designing.
I decided to research some
different applications that exist
today and understand the
affordances and opportunities of
these different features.

By comparing the needs of the two
users, I was able to understand
which features of the service I had to
highlight and smoothly integrate
into one system.
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Wireframing + Sketching
The next step was to create wireframes and sketch
the experience I previously defined. Although there are
two different kinds of users, I wanted my application to
be a hub for both parties. The app I designed will be an
area where bicyclists could easily post a listing for their
bike and locals could find where in their vicinity a bike
was available.

This app is not only just functional,
but also encourages community
networking. Each user gets their
own profile page that can be
customizable with a photograph,
information, and
ranking/popularity.

I decided that bikes can only be picked up and dropped
off in hypothetical “Pedal Share” hubs. These
racks have a special passcode on the locks that only
allows users of this app to access this service.

The app also has functions where
users can sync their contacts to
this program. Some basic functions
are: post, view profile, and quickly
check what bikes are available.
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Profile Page: I imagined a profile
page where users can be rated by
their peers. Was their bike pretty cool
to ride? Did they return it in good
shape?
Posting: This function caters to both
users. I wanted this experience to be
fun, intuitive, and easy. In the
wireframe sketches, I wanted to
account for how users might specify
what dates, times, and locations for
drop-off and pick-up.
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Wireframing + Sketching
Another important aspect to my overall design and interaction
is the idea of macro to micro view. I wanted to design an app
where from various viewing distances, appropriate information
would reveal itself.
For example, in the maps section where users can see where
the hubs are located, they can understand which hubs are the
closest to them and which bikes are available.

This app encourages the idea of
friending other users. There’s the
option to publicly list your bike, but
there is also an option to privately
share your bike.
In order to privately list or request a
bike, you can friend a user and
message them privately. In this
scenario, the users could arrange a
different place to pick-up/drop-off
the bikes.
This concept was based on the idea
that people are mutually sharing a
service; it sparks the idea of being
responsible and trustworthy.
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Pedal Share App
The mock-up you see below on the right shows what
a user sees when they open the maps function.
This contacts function allows users
to access their friends list from this
app. Users can also sync from their
native phone directory and invite
others to join this app.

jiwon choi Users cannot make a username. In

order to ensure security and and
trust, this app relies on legal first
and last names. By clicking the
name, users can easily access their
personal profile.
Users can access or write private
requests through their personal
mailbox. Messages can only be
received and sent to “friended”
users.

MAP
IT

This button allows the users to use
their native map app to locate the
Pedal Share hub.

This rating system allows users to
rate the service which reflects back
on the cyclist/borrower. For this
example, Charlie was given a ‘4
star’ for the bike he shared.
Signifies a selected hub.

Signifies other hubs around the user.

Signifies user’s location.
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PEDAL SHARE
302 MIFFLIN RD.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

POST A LISTING!

RECENT ACTIVITY AT THIS WHEEL HUB:
Charlie Barber just shared his wheels here!
2 hrs ago

Ethan Frier just found some wheels here!
Yesterday

